I am especially sorry that you see me as a threat for you or something dangerous from which you must stay away. I think would have been also in your benefit to build a few hours political programe in Brussels, in addition to your bussines schedule in Anvers. You could have seen Barroso and your friend Buzek and I could have invited you to our US-EU Delegation or to our Development Committee as a special guest, as Tony Blair and Bill Gates were. Nobody is saying to go to bed, I just want to see you, nothing more.
(No subject)

From ccori567 ccori567@aim.com  
To lpowell861 lpowell861@aim.com

Fri, Dec 24, 2010 8:11 am

I don't know I can see or doing for having at least a smile at your face,...

I want you to be happy, is a sense I believe that you also care about me
Am depressed and don't know where to go. I need you and I need advise from you.
But you are now completely by your own, without letting me any chance to talk to you at least for a few minutes.

I think there are many Years Eve when we spent the event apart, but we were together in many other ways... 
Now you send me from 19 dec "Merry Christmas and Happy New Year", so I should understand that we don't talk each during this period, is first time when you tell me, diplomatically, of course, that is better not to speak until the holiday? Have you such a hearth to leave me here alone, thiking of you, at least

I have many memories as you have also, we can share in a way together, maybe we could give them a form... and -of course- in a very discreet way, without any real name, it could come as book, mainly on politics, of course. It is just an idea.
For me, now is the most painful Christmas for the last at least ten days. Without you, without enjoying your presence, your small gestures or gifts, which once was very powerful, without your words every day - I am again very down, depressed and isolated from all around. But I will not bother you anymore, as long as you think that I don't deserve at least a few nice words in time of holidays. Merry Christmas, anyhow, I will always think of you, Corina

GUCCIFER
I am tired, confused, and I see that even an email I am not able to write appropriately anymore. Yes, it is the worst period of this kind from the last ten years. I had your words until now, your gesture, now just your quietness— which both know what does it mean. I am sorry. I am really sorry, I did not believe that at 43 I can cry more for a man like a teenager. is what I can do now, after all these years. Just tears. Good night.
I’ve forgot to tell you that I am starting again to make bike every day, hope it will help me. But is not easy, after so much time of doing nothing. today I have muscular fever just after 20 minutes of bicycle.. I should fight with my laziness, my depression, my phobia to be around people... Many thing to resolve with myself, first of all. I was so different before.. But step by step I really hope will be able to come to terms within myself and accept that, yes, I am getting older, but there are certain things I can improve, only I can improve some things. There are my Resolutions for the New Years Eve, to improve myself as a person and in taking care of me, of my mind, my body, people around me.. Like a new stage.. To take the life in our hands and not blame the exteriors factors for what I wanted and I don’t have. To assume my responsibility. Maybe you can help me in that process of recreating myself, in a better way.. Be well. I am thinking of you.
(No subject)

From: ccori567 ccori567@aim.com

To: LPowell861 LPowell861@aol.com

Sun, Feb 13, 2011 3:41 am

You see how tough you play with me. Even a nice good night I don’t deserve, in your view? And until which point you would like to see me destroyed completely? Is not fair, Colin, and you are not fair. Because you doesn’t care at all how I am, how is with me, what I need… Nothing, just lesson post tactum - after five six year just remove, I will be clean and virgin, isn’t it? I am not even soldat, take me as I am. anyhow, I am tired si I am destroying myself every day without carring. You are the one about I care most, althought you don’t only don’t care, it will be a gift, isn’t it, to celebrate that I not anymore here.. Sip a glas of wine with me, as you used to tell me - advising me to lie neck on tha sofa.. I am sorry, we are completely deplorable as we dont assume what we had together.

Gnite once again, maybe you’ll respond one day.
Hi, I miss you, I hope to be at least a friend to you. I've loved you too, much, too, many years. My wife, children or daughters, they all never pray for you, as I see. Because I love you, 10-15 years of love. Intense love, I have to apologize, or I don't know. YOU were my greatest love of my life, but if not, finally, realistic love. You know that I can solve for years all the problems, no easy, of my family, I would be a bit keen of my problems and my family issues. Is not about money, but trust which you don't have in me. I never did something wrong, but I am a perpetual the pyre of the bill. Love could endure anything, but without reciprocally, nothing is possible.
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From cretucorina cretucorina@yahoo.com
To lpowell861 lpowell861@aol.com

Sent via BlackBerry from Vodafone Romania
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(No subject)

From Corina ccori567@aim.com

To lpowell861 lpowell861@aol.com

Thank you, Colin. Everything was lovely and all are so excited by your personality and the discussion. You look so well. We are at the State Department, other memories. Do you think would be too much to have a coffee together these days? I don’t need to attend all the program. Would be nice to chat a bit. Thanks again
Corina CREȚU
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